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Welcome to our very first quarterly publication here at Joseph Studios. We're  
super excited to be able to offer these to you going forward, and hope they serve  
as a means to both; Inspire your marketing efforts, and guide you towards the  
best practices we've seen evolve over the last few months.

Feel free to share these with your friends and colleagues as much as you like!

INTRODUCTION

https://www.josephstudios.net/public-relations/
https://www.josephstudios.net/seo-agency/
https://www.josephstudios.net/social-media-marketing/
https://www.josephstudios.net/
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TOP BRANDS WITH THE BEST  

ORGANIC MARKETING STRATEGY

When it comes to organic marketing, companies want to know what works and  
what doesn’t. There are so many different things you can do with organic marketing, 
and organic marketing is vital for businesses today.

Truth be told, there is a lot of misinformation and poorly executed organic  
marketing strategies out there. A successful organic marketing strategy should  
build relationships with customers, boost brand awareness, and, ultimately,  
generate revenue.

We’ve put together a list of some large brands that have an effective organic  
marketing strategy:

https://www.josephstudios.net/social-media-marketing/
https://www.josephstudios.net/social-media-marketing/
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Millions of people not only fly Delta, but they are loyal to Delta. Each time they fly,  
they choose to fly Delta over any other airline. Why is that? Not only does delta  
provide impeccable services in-air, but they also connect with their audience on  
social media.

Here’s what Delta is doing right with their social media strategy: they prioritize  
customer service over promotional posts. Now don’t get us wrong- a promotional 
post every once in a while is necessary. But consumers don’t want to be bombarded 
with promotional posts on social media.

Consumers follow brands on social media to stay up to date with the latest news  
and updates that are relevant to them.

Take Delta’s latest post on Twitter, for instance (shown above.) Rather than  
promoting deals to generate revenue, Delta is sharing the steps they are taking to  
help customers feel safe and comfortable flying with Delta.

DELTA
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Organic marketing is all about growing your audience organically (hence the name.) 
Consumers come across so many paid and sponsored posts and advertisements 
while they just want to see content that is helpful to them.

Blogs are a great organic marketing strategy that can build a community for your  
consumers. With a blog, you can provide valuable information to those that need it  
the most. A blog can share information about your product or service and ways that  
it can be used.

Blogs also help to boost SEO (Search Engine Optimization) quality by positioning  
your website as a relevant answer to your customer's questions. Blogging is one  
of the best ways to rank in search engines. When you are ranked high on search  
engines, your website comes up on the first pages of search engines like Google  
when someone searches for your product or service. As a result, more traffic is  
directed to your website, and ultimately, sales increase.

AMERICAN EXPRESS
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If you look at the UPS Instagram page, you instantly want to use their services, and 
that’s the goal of their social media strategy. UPS uses user-generated images to 
capture the interest and attention of its followers so that they will want to use their 
services.

Organic marketing is all about word-of-mouth marketing, and that’s precisely what 
user-generated content is. This type of content is an affordable way for brands to 
share high-quality content that generates sales for your brand. Additionally, it’s a  
way to boost sales and improve brand loyalty, as 55% of consumers trust  
user-generated content over any other form of marketing. Ditch the paid posts  
and turn to user-generated content for your social media strategy!

UPS
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Walmart is one of the largest brands out there- both online and in-store. Why? 
Walmart started as the largest brick-and-mortar store, but they are now one of  
the largest eCommerce stores, right behind Amazon. How are they so successful?  
They have one of the best organic marketing strategies.

Walmart realizes that they are in huge competition with Amazon- the world’s largest 
online retailer. So, they turned to influencer marketing to stay in the competition.  
Influencer marketing involves a brand collaborating with an online influencer to  
market one of its products or services. Walmart is partnering with influencers with 
millions of followers to promote its products.

Influencer marketing is another form of organic marketing, as it is another  
word-of-mouth marketing strategy. Influencer marketing delivers great results to 
businesses because the influencer typically has a large following of consumers that 
trust their recommendation. It’s a great way to grow your audience and boost sales.

The worldwide leader in IT, Cisco, is also leading in the top spot for one of the best 
organic social media strategies out there. How are they doing it? With their top of the 
line content. If you visit their LinkedIn page, you can find just about anything you are 
looking for. Want to find their nearest location? There’s a map right there for you to 
use. Or, if you want to see how Cisco is ranked, there’s a “stock snapshot” tool for  
you to use.

If you visit their social media page, you feel like you’re connecting with a friend rather 
than a large corporation. How do they do this? By creating content that is valuable 
and interesting to everyone. When you visit Cisco’s Facebook page, you have an  
immediate and clear understanding of how the company helps its customers.

Have a question about Cisco? There’s probably an answer to the question on its  
Facebook page. They are a prime example of sharing high quality, valuable content.

WALMART

CISCO
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Thanks to technology, there are so many tools out there to help us with our marketing 
efforts. It’s easy to get caught up in all the tools and let the tools do the work. But the 
truth is, consumers want to connect with brands, and the best way to do that is with 
organic marketing.

Here at Joseph Studios, we know what it takes to succeed in organic marketing. Our 
organic marketing strategies boost brand awareness, build strong relationships, and 
ultimately generate more revenue.

Could you use some help with your organic marketing strategy? Our team at Joseph 
Studios is here to help.

Want to learn more? Contact us today!

ORGANIC MARKETING- A KEY ELEMENT  
OF YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY

https://www.josephstudios.net/social-media-marketing/
https://www.josephstudios.net/social-media-marketing/
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TOP 9 SOFTWARE SERVICES  

TO DIGITIZE YOUR BUSINESS

As digital marketing continues to grow, more and more marketing tools are created. 
As of right now, there are hundreds of software services to help digitize your  
business. You might be wondering which services do I need and what will work  
best for my business?

Digital marketing tools are great for several reasons, but to be clear, these services 
won’t do the work for you. They only help to execute the proper digital marketing 
strategy. With the right tools, you can get ahead of your competition and become  
the digital business that you need to be.

At Joseph Studios, we’re here to share some of the best software services out there 
that will digitize your business so you can implement your digital marketing strategy 
to keep you ahead in the game.  

https://www.josephstudios.net/our-seo-backlink-service/
https://www.josephstudios.net/our-seo-backlink-service/
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Sprout Social is a tool that helps with social media management and optimization. 
With Sprout Social, you can manage all of your social media channels in one spot.

For instance, rather than jumping from Facebook to Instagram to create posts, you 
can do it all in Sprout Social. It doesn’t stop there, though. In addition to posting social 
media posts, you can also keep up with engagement and analytics across all of your 
social media channels.

If you’re looking to communicate and engage with your audience, sprout social is the 
program for you.

MyEmma is a software to help marketing teams design email programs, segment  
audiences based on demographics, and sends automated emails.

With MyEmma, businesses have access to quite a bit of information that helps  
marketers to understand which content works best with their audience.

Businesses and organizations of all sizes utilize MyEmma’s services, including  
educational institutes, agencies, franchises, and nonprofit organizations.

Trello is a project management tool that is used for brainstorming and  
strategizing content. Many businesses like working with Trello because it's free  
for small businesses.

How it works is you create a card for an assigned task, and you assign one (or more) 
employees to the card. So, if you have multiple people working on a task, you are up  
to date with the latest status and changes. If your team is having difficulties staying 
on top of deadlines or struggling to keep tasks organized, Trello might be the  
perfect solution.  

SPROUT SOCIAL

MYEMMA

TRELLO
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WordPress is one of the most popular ways to create your own website or blog  
(there are many many ways.) Nearly 40% of all websites on the internet are  
powered by WordPress.

Building a website is hard work, especially if you don’t have the experience.  
You don’t have to be a web developer to build a website or blog with WordPress.

Some of the most reputable organizations out there use WordPress, including  
Microsoft and even the White House. But don’t be intimidated, small businesses  
and even individuals use this tool.

WORDPRESS
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Similar to MyEmma, MailChimp is an email marketing tool designed to automate  
and coordinate campaigns.

You can track the success of your campaigns right through the platform.  
Prices  for the program varies, depending on your needs.

MAILCHIMP
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Your marketing strategy should include SEO (Search Engine Optimization.) SEO  
is what helps to get your name at the top of search engine results.

For instance, if you’re a financial consulting firm and someone types into Google  
‘Fin   al Consulting Firms near me,’ yours will be the first to come up.

Ahrefs helps with just that. This SEO tool will serve as a tool to boost traffic to your 
website. Ahrefs includes data for nearly 150 million keywords in the U.S. and millions 
of more keywords in other countries.

If you’re looking to get ahead of your competition (which you should,) this tool will 
show you where you stand against your competitors and how their top content ranks.

Additionally, this tool allows you to see which pages receive the most traffic and  
the amount of traffic that goes to each page on your competitor's sites.

Ahrefs is one of the top tools used by SEO gurus.

Almost every digital marketer uses Google Analytics. Google Analytics pretty much 
shows you whatever you want to know, including who is visiting your website, from 
where and what pages they spend most of their time on.

If you’re looking to track conversions and build a digital marketing strategy based  
on data, you will want to use Google Analytics.

AHREFS

GOOGLE ANALYTICS

Most marketing strategies require some sort of graphics at one point or another.  
Unfortunately, not everyone is a graphic designer expert- but thanks to Canva, you 
don’t have to be! Canva is a drag and drop platform that allows users to create any 
design they want.

With Canva, you can create all sorts of graphics for logos, presentations, or any  
other marketing graphic.

CANVA
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Another free tool for small to medium-sized companies. Slack is one of the most  
popular communication services in business today.

Whether you’re out of the office and need to chat with a colleague, or if you’re   
just across the room and don’t want to move from your seat, Slack makes  
communication simple.

Slack is easy to use, but perhaps one of the greatest things about this tool is the  
fact that it merges with other digital marketing tools like Google analytics.

So, there you have it- the best software services to digitalize your business!

At Joseph Studios, our team is familiar with not only all of these programs but many 
other popular programs, too! Not sure how to get started with these programs?  
We’re here to help implement all of these tools into your marketing strategy.

Contact our team to learn more about how you can get started with these programs  
to digitalize your business!  

SLACK

JOSEPH STUDIOS: DIGITALIZING YOUR  
BUSINESS WITH THE HOTTEST SOFTWARE

https://www.josephstudios.net/our-seo-backlink-service/
https://www.josephstudios.net/our-seo-backlink-service/
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BRICK AND MORTAR BUSINESSES  

THAT CAN THRIVE ONLINE

When Walmart opened its first store in 1962, they never imagined they would have  
an online presence. Fast forward to today, and they’re now the third largest online 
store in the world behind Amazon and E-bay.

So, why did Walmart make the transition to an online store? Certainly, that is not  
what they had planned when they first opened their doors decades ago.

Well, it all has to do with consumers. Consumers have shifted towards an online 
shopping experience. As Amazon continues to grow, consumers (of all ages) realize 
that they don’t need to get in their car and drive to the store. Now, they know they  
can stay in the comfort of their home and have the same item shipped to their  
doorstep within 48 hours or less.

Ecommerce powerhouses like Amazon, have proved that physical locations are  
optional for businesses. And to be quite frank, this is great for both consumers  
and business owners. With a completely online shop, you ditch the costs of rent,  
insurance, and other costs that come with a physical location. Ultimately, making  
you more profitable (that is if done correctly.)

https://www.josephstudios.net/marketing-strategy/
https://www.josephstudios.net/marketing-strategy/
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While brick-and-mortar stores are not dead, the buyer’s journey does begin online. 
How it works is consumers turn to the internet for answers to their questions. They 
will do all their research online, and when they’re ready to make a purchase, then they 
will visit the retailer.

This means you must have an online presence. Without an online presence, you’re 
missing out on the opportunity to even get noticed. You must have a website that 
gives your customers several options to reach out. This should include email, phone 
number, and maybe even a contact form. Many businesses have implemented a  
ChatBot on their site so that if a customer has a question, it can instantly be  
answered. This way, you can capture leads and communicate with them through  
a more convenient channel of text messaging.

GIVE CONSUMERS THE INFORMATION THEY NEED

It seems as though every time we turn on the news, we hear of a large business going 
bankrupt or going out of business. Take Macy’s or Sears, for instance. At the start 
of the century, they conquered all retail stores, and now they are victims of the retail 
apocalypse. Is there a future for brick and mortar businesses?

Walmart remains the world’s largest brick and mortar retailer. But at the same time, 
it’s the world’s third online store. So, what’s the difference between Walmart- the 
world’s largest retailer and the other large retailers that are going out of business?

It’s all about adaptation. Walmart has been able to quickly adapt and conquer the 
eCommerce business while other retailers, such as Sears, have not been able to 
adapt. Retail stores are not dying; it’s more that consumer behavior is changing.

People still want and need an in-store experience. The downfall of online shopping  
is you’re not able to try things on before you make a purchase, which is still important 
to consumers. The key to success is to find a happy medium between your physical 
location and your online presence.

We’re here to share some strategies to consider so that you can successfully adapt  
to the new consumer behavior.

THE FUTURE OF BRICK AND MORTAR STORES
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Consumers used to expect an email response in 4 to 5 hours. Now, consumers expect 
a response within an hour. To meet consumer expectations, brands must be prepared 
to engage 24/7.

This is huge with social media. Social media is one of the best ways to communicate 
with your customers. With this being said, when consumers interact and engage with 
your social media posts, they expect a timely response.

If you could improve your response rate on social media or even just your website,  
you might want to consider working with a team of marketing experts who could  
serve as an extra hand.

PRIORITIZE RESPONSE TIME
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So, we have already established that it is important to have both a brick-and-mortar 
location and an e-commerce store. The next step is to get customers into your store. 
You might notice that online cart abandonment rates are high, which means you will 
want to have another way of closing the sale. This other way is getting foot traffic  
into your store so you can use in-store-marketing tools, including displays and  
face-to-face interaction.

INCREASE TRAFFIC TO YOUR STORE
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We’ve talked about the importance of catering to the consumer online, but the same 
goes for when customers make a trip to your physical location. You could provide 
consumers with the best online experience, but if their trip to your physical location is 
anything less than what they experience online, you’re missing out on an opportunity.

Customers should be greeted with a smile, and help should always be available. You 
might want to look into ways to better serve your customers in-store, whether this 
means more employees or more tools to provide an excellent shopping experience.

EXCEED EXPECTATIONS WITH CUSTOMER SERVICE

Where many businesses miss out on opportunities is after the sale is complete.  
The biggest mistake you can make is making a sale and failing to follow up with  
the customer. After a customer has made a purchase, you can turn to your digital 
marketing strategy to get them to return to the store again. For instance, maybe  
send them an email thanking them for their business with a discount code for  
their next purchase.

With consistent communication, you can build strong relationships with  
loyal customers.

The answer to your question: which businesses can thrive online?

So, what businesses can thrive online? Really, all businesses can! With the proper  
digital marketing strategy and customer service skills, your business can thrive  
online and at its physical location.

Not sure where to start with your digital marketing strategy? Or maybe you have  
a digital marketing strategy that needs a little kick to it…whatever the case is, our  
team at Joseph Studios is here to help.

Contact our team to learn more!

FOLLOW UP

One of the best ways to drive customers to your store is through digital marketing 
strategies like social media, email, and content marketing. With the right digital  
marketing strategy, you can make it clear to your customers why they need to  
visit your store.
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TIPS FOR USING FACEBOOK TO AUGMENT  

YOUR BRICK AND MORTAR RETAIL

In the early 2000s, there was only one way to shop, and that was to walk into a shop. 
Fast forward to today (20 years later), and consumers have several ways to buy. 
Everyone talks about how Amazon and other online stores have put pressure on 
brick-and-mortar stores, but the truth is, regardless of how popular online shopping 
becomes, there will always be a need for physical stores. Some people don’t like wait-
ing for packages to show up at their doorstep; they would rather walk into a store and 
have the product right then and there. Other people would prefer not to pay shipping 
fees and the ability to try products out before they make a purchase.

Although there will always be a place for brick-and-mortar shops, it’s essential to 
recognize that time have changed. If you’re not offering your products online, you are 
missing out on a ton of revenue.

With the recent COVID-19 outbreak, several brick-and-mortar businesses have had  
no choice other than to get their business started on Facebook. This has been a  
huge transition for many businesses, but in the big scheme of things, most business  
owners have recognized that it’s worked in their favor. While businesses can’t be  
open for sales, they can still make sales to online customers- and that’s at all hours  
of the day! Not only can you sell all day every day, but you maximize your audience.  
So rather than just selling to the folks that walk into your business, you have the  
opportunity to make a sale to anyone who comes across your products online.

At Joseph Studios, we understand the brick-and-mortar way of doing things is the 
only way some people know how to do things. Getting into Facebook shops and 
online sales seems like a huge transition that might be too complicated to navigate. 
That’s why we have put together this guide so anyone can use Facebook to augment 
their brick and mortar shop. Let’s get started!

https://www.josephstudios.net/social-media-marketing/
https://www.josephstudios.net/social-media-marketing/
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In the early 2000s, there was only one way to shop, and that was to walk into a  
shop. Fast forward to today (20 years later), and consumers have several ways to  
buy. Everyone talks about how Amazon and other online stores have put pressure  
on brick-and-mortar stores, but the truth is, regardless of how popular online  
shopping becomes, there will always be a need for physical stores. Some people  
don’t like waiting for packages to show up at their doorstep; they would rather  
walk into a store and have the product right then and there. Other people would  
prefer not to pay shipping fees and the ability to try products out before they  
make a purchase.

SET YOUR BUSINESS PAGE UP
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Although there will always be a place for brick-and-mortar shops, it’s essential to  
recognize that time have changed. If you’re not offering your products online, you  
are missing out on a ton of revenue.

With the recent COVID-19 outbreak, several brick-and-mortar businesses have had  
no choice other than to get their business started on Facebook. This has been a  
huge transition for many businesses, but in the big scheme of things, most business  
owners have recognized that it’s worked in their favor. While businesses can’t be  
open for sales, they can still make sales to online customers- and that’s at all hours  
of the day! Not only can you sell all day every day, but you maximize your audience.  
So rather than just selling to the folks that walk into your business, you have the 
opportunity to make a sale to anyone who comes across your products online.

At Joseph Studios, we understand the brick-and-mortar way of doing things is  
the only way some people know how to do things. Getting into Facebook shops and 
online sales seems like a huge transition that might be too complicated to navigate. 
That’s why we have put together this guide so anyone can use Facebook to augment 
their brick and mortar shop. Let’s get started!
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Once all the information and payment information for your shop is in place, you  
are ready to make your shop live.

Once you make the shop live, you will be able to go to your business page, click 
“Shop,” and then “add product.” This is the fun part for most people. Perhaps the  
most difficult and time-consuming part about it all is having high-quality photos of 
your product that can be shared online. If you don’t have any pictures, you will want  
to get started right away so people can view the product.

Once you have the product in place, you can add the price, description, and any  
other information you believe is essential that will promote interest in the products.

FINISH UP YOUR SHOP

There are two ways you can receive payments with Facebook Shop:

1. Pay through Facebook via PayPal or a Stripe Account
2. Customers are sent to your website to make payments. 

While one way might seem more comfortable than the other, keep in mind that  
consumers today are all about convenience. So, while your website might seem  
like the most comfortable option, you will also want to consider what works best  
for your consumers. The easier it is for folks, the more likely you are to make a sale!

SET UP PAYMENT INFORMATION

The next step is to add all of the details that are necessary for your shop. You will  
enter your business email address, which is where any Facebook shop requests  
will go. We highly suggest that you select the box that allows your business email  
to receive customer service inquires.

In this section, you will also add all of your store’s information such as an address, 
phone number, website, etc.,

ADD THE DETAILS
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That’s just about all there is to it with Facebook Shops. This might be a big  
adjustment for many business owners, but don’t forget about all of the benefits of  
this new online shop (it’s worth it!)

The final step to the Facebook shop is ongoing. You will want to let your customers 
know that rather than coming into the shop, they can buy your products online!

Not only will you want to market your Facebook Shop to your current customer  
base, but you will want to sell to new customers. After all, this is one of the most  
significant benefits of the online shop. Keep in mind that there is unlimited potential 
with Facebook Shop. You can reach people all around the world with the right  
marketing strategy.

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought on some challenging times for everyone,  
especially brick-and-mortar retailers. At Joseph Studios, we’re here to shine some 
light and help you make the most out of the tough situation.

If Facebook Shop seems intimidating to you-don’t worry. We’ve got you covered!  
Our social media experts here at  
Joseph Studios are ready to take on all of your challenges. We will do everything from 
helping you set up your business page, setting up the shop, and of course, market to 
your customers!

When you work with Joseph Studios, our social media team will build and foster an 
online community for your business. We will share your products in relevant groups 
and forums so that you have strong relationships with loyal customers. With just a  
little bit of help from our team, your Facebook Shop can generate an incredible 
amount of revenue.

Want to learn more about our social media subscription? Talk to our team today!

MARKET, MARKET, MARKET

JOSEPH STUDIOS: HELPING BUSINESS OWNERS  
TRANSITION TO FACEBOOK SHOP
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4 WAYS TO MARKET YOUR  

CONSULTING FIRM IN 2020

This year has been nothing less of a challenge for people around the world. At the 
start of 2020, people all around the world talked about a global pandemic, with little 
time to prepare. Fast forward a few months later, and a pandemic is exactly what 
it turned out to be. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) has set social distancing 
guidelines to prevent the spread of the disease. As a result, millions of people are  
left without jobs or forced to work remotely.

Americans had very little time to prepare for this pandemic. No one could have  
expected that it would hit our economy as hard as it has, and no one had a marketing 
plan in place to get them through these challenging times. In the midst of all this bad 
news, we have some good news: it’s not too late to market your consulting firm!

Maybe you had a marketing plan for 2020 in place, but it’s no longer relevant due  
to the restrictions. Or, perhaps you were a bit late on creating your marketing plan.  
Whatever the case, our team at Joseph Studios, is here to share a few ways you  
can market your consulting firm during the challenging times of this year.

Within the past few years, webinars have become widely popular because it allows 
you to give a presentation without being at a physical location. This online event  
connects individuals to viewers around the world.

As you can imagine, webinars are a great alternative for presentations during the 
times of COVID-19. Webinars allow you to still connect with people as you planned, 
but it also maximizes your reach.

Webinars are a great way to showcase your services and are likely to draw more 
attention because video content is proven to generate two times more engagement. 
Webinars are also an additional way to help build strong relationships with your  
clients. Taking the time to explain your services, how they can help clients and  
answer questions are a terrific way to show people you care and truly want to help.

RUN WEBINARS

https://www.josephstudios.net/enterprise-marketing-support/
https://www.josephstudios.net/enterprise-marketing-support/
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A podcast is a set of digital audio files that are available on the internet for  
downloading. Similar to YouTube, users can subscribe to the podcast so they  
can tune into the digital files once they are uploaded.

Podcasts are an effective marketing tool. You can think of Podcasts as a modern-day 
radio that are accessible with mobile devices. If you are not comfortable with making 
videos, podcasts are a great alternative, and they are easy to create. All you need is a 
high-quality microphone and headphones.

Additionally, podcasts are highly engaging. There is so much written content out  
there that it is best to have a variety of content. If you create written content mixed 
with videos and Podcasts/ videos, you can maximize your marketing success.

GIVE PODCASTING A CHANCE
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Almost every business has an online presence with social media; if not, you are WAY 
behind! You should be active on social media more now than ever. Not only do you 
have to be active on social media, but you have to be more intentional and strategic 
with your social media posts.

If you had your editorial calendar set in place and social media posts scheduled for 
this year, that’s great. But unfortunately, the content you had might not be relevant 
anymore. Why? Because news is changing by the hour. You might have a post  
scheduled for the next day that might just happen to fall at the wrong time. You  
will want to create and post content in real-time. Not only will this help you to  
stay relevant, but it will help you to keep up with trending topics.

You might also want to consider your posting schedule. You may be used to posting 
during the working hours of 9-5, but is this still effective? As people are working from 
home, their working hour’s change and people are working at all hours of the day.  
You might have to ditch your regular posting hours and stick to something a little 
more scattered throughout the day.

You may think this pandemic is a set-back for your business as you can’t meet with 
clients or potential clients face-to-face, but with social media, you can build more 
reliable connections.

At Joseph Studios, we highly recommend building connections in LinkedIn, to keep 
your sales leads coming in. Be persistent, and you might be shocked to see how  
on-track your sales are.

BE ACTIVE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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Content development has been a vital part of marketing for years. During this  
pademic, content marketing is one of the best ways for you to keep in touch with  
your customers and increase pipeline generation.

If you don’t have a blog page already, now is the time to implement blogs into your 
marketing strategy. Why? Because people have the time to read all your content!

Blogs are a great way to share your expertise with your clients. It also helps drive  
traffic to your website at no cost! Additionally, blog content enhances your social  
media presence. Rather than coming up with new original content, you can share  
your blog content on social media. All in all, blogs will help drive new traffic to  
your website and works closely with search engines and social media to do so.

If you feel lost and discouraged during these hard times, you’re not alone. How  
are you to know what steps you need to take to in these unchartered waters to  
be successful?

At Joseph Studios, we’re here to help. We want to help you develop a robust  
online presence, so your business strives not only during the pandemic but for  
years to come.

If you’re ready to power through these tough times and make the most out of the  
current situation, call our team at Joseph Studios!

CREATE CONTENT

JOSEPH STUDIOS: HELPING YOU THROUGH  
THESE CHALLENGING TIMES

https://www.josephstudios.net/enterprise-marketing-support/
https://www.josephstudios.net/enterprise-marketing-support/
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THE IMPACT OF EMAIL MARKETING  

ON ORGANIC RANKINGS

Earned, organic, paid marketing, and SEO have always been the hot topics of the web 
industry. No website, eMagazine, or blog can perform well in search engines if they’re 
not developed on smart, structured rules, and SEO friendly orientation. Therefore, 
many websites, marketers, advertising agencies, and even local businesses have 
started to gain awareness of the importance of Search Engine Optimization.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is a basic set of rules, tools, and techniques that 
make a website appealing to various search engines like Google, Bing, and Yahoo. 
When people look something up on Google, they normally choose from the first page, 
or to be more precise, the top three results. Therefore, each website aims and makes 
efforts to gain the top rank in searches.

However, SEO techniques are vague and wide. While marketers are aware of what it 
takes to rank on top in search engines, they’re still yet aware of some unknown keys 
and loopholes. One of those small loopholes to improve or worsen your search engine 
rankings is through Email Marketing.

BE ACTIVE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

https://www.josephstudios.net/best-email-marketing-service/
https://www.josephstudios.net/best-email-marketing-service/
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Email marketing is when businesses, websites, blogs, and magazines use the help 
of newsletters and email reminders to constantly stay in touch with their customers. 
However, while the intent behind email marketing is to engage more audience, the  
results can be a little complex.

This information had become public about 2-3 years ago when Google was awarded 
a patent. Theoretically, this patent would enable google to take metrics from its Gmail 
service, and use the information gathered to improve its web results. Precisely, the 
patent includes gathering data from spam emails and using that data to improve or 
downgrade the rankings of specific vendors.

Google applied for this patent back in 2012, and it was approved in 2015. We know 
that patents are just a way to protect an idea, so we can’t say for sure if Google had 
used this technique between the year 2012 – 2015 or not. However, now we’re  
confident that Email Marketing has clear significant impacts on Organic Ranking.

Since now, we’re clear on the idea of SEO, Email Marketing, and Organic Rankings  
let’s discuss how Google uses the information to filter web searches. Gmail has a  
feature that allows its users to mark a particular email as spam. Hence, when  
vendors continuously send non-appealing emails to their website traffic, users mark 
them as spam. This is where Google steps in and starts to observe the metrics of 
those vendors.

They study their vendors, their web-structures, patterns, SEO, and more, and rank 
them based on their performance. In short words, the websites who regularly and 
continuously send emails to their customers and consequently get marked as  
spam – will have their ranks dropped in google searches. However, the intensity  
of the long, healthy, or short effect depends upon various unknown factors.

Consequently, the patent was an essential and significant sign that marketers should 
be observing the quality and quantity of their marketing emails. Also, marketers 
should keep an eye out for the response rate on those emails – to have an idea about 
whether users are adding them to spam or not. Email marketing has long had an im-
pact to affect the changes in a website’s traffic. However, with Google’s patent, email 
marketing now has a direct effect on organic rankings.

WHAT IS EMAIL MARKETING? 

HOW CAN EMAIL MARKETING IMPACT ORGANIC RANKINGS?

EMAIL MARKETING - HOW EXACTLY DOES THIS WORK?
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Now that you’re aware of the impact spam emails can have on a website’s organic 
rankings. The last thing you want is a large number of users marking your email as 
spam. Moreover, they can also mark the message as unsolicited because they don’t 
recognize it’s from you. Therefore, you have to be vigilant, not only for the quantity, 
response, and quality of your emails but also for the unique name of your service.

Many search engines are also putting similar ideas to use. And whether or not  
Google is putting its patent to use, it is never a bad time to evaluate your SEO  
rankings, Email Marketing, and website structure. Furthermore, now that you know 
about this, it should be a great time to evaluate your email marketing efforts – make 
sure that they’re okay with your SEO efforts. Also, make sure you have a unique  
sender ID, so google and users recognize you.

GOOGLE’S EMAIL METRICS PATENT –  
HOW TO GET THE BEST OUT OF IT?
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A bonus tip for you to use email marketing for your benefit is by turning better  
performing emails into high-quality content for your website. Many websites and 
magazines send appealing newsletters as a part of their Email Marketing. The  
marketers can observe the metrics of those emails, and expand the successful  
ones into even better articles.

Moreover, increased social media visibility can also help you to have a better  
response to the marketed emails. Consumers choose to buy from the brands they 
trust. Increased social media visibility can help businesses and marketers in the  
following ways:

• Increased positive brand mentions on social media help to enhance SEO.
• It helps to maintain a trust relationship with the consumers.
• It helps to find more linked opportunities with better outreach.

An ideal way to enhance the Search engine presence is by separately making use of 
each responsible channel. The second step is to implement channel synergy of each 
channel to boost the effects of marketing. While Email and SEO are unrelated on the 
surface, Google’s patent in 2012 makes them very useful. 

With a well-structured SEO approach and strategic email marketing, you can use  
your campaigns to boost your rankings and search visibility. 

A BONUS TIP – USE EMAIL MARKETING FOR YOUR BENEFIT

CONCLUSION

Even the most successful and legitimate marketers would get marked as spam  
from time to time. Therefore, authentic, legal, and severe marketers do not get any  
significant negative impact on this type of marketing. Consequently, this system  
appears to rank results by comparing vendors to vendors and not by  
absolute grading. 

However, this is also an additional red flag for marketers who’re only aiming to  
malign other competitors by demoting campaigns. 

THE PATENT OPERATES ON RELATIVITYIT?
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